Sharing is why.

For over 20 years, Stroke Connection has been the award-winning voice of support, information and inspiration for a vast community of stroke survivors and their families.

Now offered exclusively as a digital publication, Stroke Connection is available virtually everywhere. With a new desktop digital edition and FREE apps for all smartphones and tablets — even for Kindle — you can have Stroke Connection with you wherever you are. Or you can enjoy the magazine on the Stroke Connection website.

No matter how you choose to read Stroke Connection, there is NO subscription fee. Connect and share our stories of survival. Sign up to receive our monthly e-newsletter as well as notifications about upcoming issues at:

strokeassociation.org/strokeconnection
Here’s a sneak peek at our Summer 2018 issue.

To read the full articles and departments, visit Strokeconnection.org.

While you’re there, be sure to subscribe. You’ll receive our quarterly issues and monthly SC e-Extra newsletter between issues - all for FREE!

You can also download the free Stroke Connection app for your smartphone, tablet or Kindle Fire by visiting the Apple App Store, Google Play or the Amazon app store and searching on: “Stroke Connection”.

14 SEIZURES AFTER STROKE
Seizures are caused by abnormal electrical activity in the brain; sometimes a stroke can cause that. We explore this phenomenon with a neurologist, physiatrist and a survivor.

10 WHAT TO EXPECT FROM OUTPATIENT REHAB
After three weeks of inpatient therapy, survivors are often prescribed further therapy in an outpatient setting. We talked with a physical therapist about what to expect.

20 OUR STRANGE STORY
Doctors couldn’t find the cause of Morgan Franklin’s stroke at 38. Investigators discovered a number of possibilities.

24 WHEN STROKE AFFECTS THE PARIETAL LOBE
Our parietal lobe plays an important role in attention and movement. A stroke there can cause changes in perception, sensation and more.
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